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Flinders Ranges                       

&                                                              
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Long Paddock Drive 

Roustabouts RV Club Inc. 

8 April to 27 May 2023  

(50 Days) 

Up Close and Personal with the Outback  
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE TRIP  

Pricing 

Prices in this brochure are incorrect. They are         

negotiated prices of the 2015 Drive and are left 

in as a basic indicator of pricing .   The formal                  

negotiation process for pricing and events will 

commence two years out from the event and 

pricing will be advertised at least a year out 

from the Drive. 

The 2017 draft itinerary has pricing increased 

to provide a more realistic cost, but again,     

prices should be considered an indication only.  

Overview 

Our trip travels a full circle through                  

western Queensland and NSW, through South 

Australia’s Flinders Ranges, up through the 

Northern Territory visiting Uluru, Alice Springs, 

Coober Pedy to Tennant Creek, across to 

Mount Isa where the Drive finishes and              

everyone decides their homeward passage.  

We wish participants to get “Up close and              

personal with  the Outback” so to achieve this 

we stop at budget camping sites, roadhouses, 

remote hotels as well as caravan parks.  

We have minimized driving hours to an                 

average 230 klms per driving day, however, 

remote distances along the route require a 

couple of days of over 300 klms. We have            

included Rest Days to support the overall             

concept of a leisurely holiday.  

There are no pampered participants on this trip; 

indeed everyone needs to be self sufficient and 

willing to not only ’rough it’ but participate in 

communal activities.  

Happy Hour will be held daily around 4pm when 

we are on the road. When at centres Happy Hour 

will take place on a casual basis so people don’t 

feel compelled to head back from their days 

outing.  On our final nights at a location, Happy 

Hour will include the ‘Briefing’ by the Drover. 

These Briefings keep everyone updated and at 

least one person from each van is required to 

attend.  

What Roads do we travel?  

The Drive is primarily on bitumen so there is no 

preference on the type of vehicle. Some dirt road 

travel is required within the Flinders, West & East 

MacDonnell Ranges but roads are suitable for 

2WD. Some ‘Half bitumen roads’  exist along the 

route. Self drive regional touring may  require 

2WD people going in 4WDs.  

What type of rig can I take  

You can bring your caravan, camper trailer, 5th 

wheeler, camper van or motorhome. 

It is recommended your bring a small tent for  

overnight visiting areas such as Rainbow Valley.  

Outback Etiquette  

’Smoko’ rule - the first two rigs that stop at a 

Break Stop boil the water for those arriving             

behind them.    

Participants will not be pressured to keep up with 

the vehicle in front, indeed we hope people stop 

along the way for sightseeing. Keep a minimum 

of 300 metres between rigs. The Drover will        

organise spots for formal breaks during the day.  
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Onboard Water (Additional Reserve)  

When we leave Port Augusta everyone will need 

to have extra water onboard, preferably in 2 litre 

containers (in case one breaks).  

Emergency services advise we work on 10 litres 

per day per person. Extra water will need to be 

retained until we reach Mt Isa.  

Additional Fuel  

When we leave Port Augusta everyone will need 

to have extra fuel onboard. The amount of fuel 

required is your responsibility and needs to be 

sufficient to get you to the next available fuel 

stop (power outages). Extra fuel will need to be 

retained until we reach Mt Isa.  

UHF Radio  

ALL participants must have a working UHF radio 

in their vehicle suitable for contacting vehicles 

within a 3 km radius and be able to talk to                

someone who is below the crest of the road.  

Every rig will be handed a sheet with                           

everyone’s call sign so you are able to talk to           

fellow travellers or the Team Leader. A high 

range flexible aerial is recommended to ensure 

the aerial does not break away from the vehicle 

from vibrations.  

Driving Hours  

Due to the high risk of goat, kangaroo, camel and 

emu  hits, driving hours will be 8am to 4pm            

each day. When staying at locations, the risk of 

driving at dusk needs to be assessed by touring 

participants. Participants should contact their 

insurance company regarding driving dusk to 

dawn in remote areas - especially with hire              

vehicles.  

Rest Days  

Additional ‘Rest Days’ have been included on the 

itinerary to allow participants a day off to do 

whatever.  

Wind Day  

The Highway between Tennant Creek and Mount 

Isa can experience strong winds so a Wind Day 

has been  included in case the need arises for the 

Tagalong to stop. The Drover will manage the 

Wind Day.  

If the Wind day is not needed, the Tagalong will 

proceed to Camooweal and stay overnight at the 

free camping area just outside of town.  
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Personal Responsibility  

Participants are responsible for All Costs,                    

including (not exhaustive list):  

• Vehicle, motorhome, caravan, 

campervan & tent hire and costs,  

• Travel and personal Insurances,  

• Having a first aid kit in your vehicle  

• Breakdowns, roadworthiness of               

vehicle/rig, repairs and police fines,  

• Medications (enough for entire             

journey and any unexpected delays),  

• Breakfasts, lunches, snacks, morning 

teas, drinks, dinner where not                     

provided,  

• Tours & events of choice and meals  

of choice.  

Flood & Fire Delay – Procedure  

Participants need be aware of the risk of fire and 

flood. In the event of such an emergency, the 

Drover will confer with emergency services and 

advise participants.  

• Participants are required to follow 

lawful instruction,  

• Participants will be required to               

remain at the location or site declared 

by emergency services,  

• Participants will remain onsite until 

advised otherwise by emergency           

services.  

The Drover will confer with RFDS and emergency             

services and will advise participants when it is 

safe to  proceed. Participants are responsible for 

ensuring they have adequate resources on hand 

for such events.  

Quarantine Areas  

Participants need to be familiar with State            

Quarantine Regulations. The loss of food and/or 

penalty is a personal responsibility. Quarantine 

Domestic Website — http://

www.quarantinedomestic.gov.au/  

Our Long                  

Paddock Drive       

begins 

http://www.quarantinedomestic.gov.au/
http://www.quarantinedomestic.gov.au/
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White Cliffs  

White Cliffs is an opal-mining town in which residents mainly live            

underground to escape the heat. It's 98 km from Wilcannia and set in 

a bizarre moonscape-like landscape comprising thousands of hillocks 

of earth dug and discarded in the quest for opals.    

The town has a last-frontier kind of appeal. Locals have many stories 

to tell of wealth won and lost. The miners work, live and breathe their 

unconventional underground existence.  

At the Pioneer Children's Cemetery, you can learn about the harsh 

early history of White Cliffs or follow the  self-guided heritage trail.   

Nature lovers will enjoy the outback landscape and must visit nearby 

Mutawintji and Paroo-Darling National Parks.  

If you're feeling adventurous, join a 4WD, opal field or national park 

tour. 

National Parks, Bushwalking & Bird watching 

There are plenty of walking tracks in and around the Field.   White 

Cliffs is home to beautiful kangaroos, emus and birds.   

Peery Lake and Mutawintji National Park are a small distance away 

and are open for day visits and tours during winter.    

The National Parks and Wildlife Visitor Centre in White Cliffs is a must 

see to learn more about our treasured National Parks and has some 

wonderful information and displays. 

 

Outback Golf Safari 

 Alice Springs Golf Club  Broken Hill Golf Club   Coober Pedy Golf Club 

 

http://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/outback-nsw/white-cliffs-area/wilcannia
http://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/outback-nsw/broken-hill-area/broken-hill/attractions/mutawintji-national-park
http://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/outback-nsw/white-cliffs-area/white-cliffs/attractions/paroodarling-national-park
http://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/outback-nsw/broken-hill-area/broken-hill/attractions/mutawintji-national-park
http://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/outback-nsw/white-cliffs-area/white-cliffs/attractions/paroodarling-national-park
http://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/outback-nsw/white-cliffs-area/white-cliffs/tours
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Broken Hill & Silverton  

The Bruce Langford Visitors Centre - Broken Hill 
  

The Bruce Langford Visitor Centre combines a museum, theatre and 

shop, with interactive displays showing the history of the Service, as well 

as tributes to the doctors, pilots and flight nurses who work for us and 

the many community groups and benefactors who support us.   So visit us 

now and...  

• Tour a working RFDS Base 

• Enjoy a talk by the tour guide 

• View the aircraft in the hangar 

• Watch a unique film in our new 44 seat theatre 

• Shop for special souvenirs 

• Explore the new Mantle of Safety Museum   

  

The Broken Hill Base is unique because it is one of the only working RFDS bases, located at an airport, open to the 

public daily.  Visitors can tour the Base and explore the Mantle of Safety Museum which showcases over 80 years 

of remarkable outback history.   

All proceeds from admissions and merchandise sales go towards the purchase of new aircraft and vital medical 

equipment. 

The Broken Hill Sculptures & Living Desert Sanctuary 

Located within the reserve and     

settled in the tranquillity of the 

gullies and rocky outcrops is the 

180ha Living  Desert Flora and   

Fauna Sanctuary. Bordered by a 

predator-proof fence, the               

sanctuary allows visitors to gain 

close access to outback plants and 

animals, while understanding the 

regions Aboriginal heritage and the 

importance of preserving this environment for future generations. 

Another major attraction within the Living Desert is the Sculpture Site.  A successful sculpture symposium was 

held on this majestic hilltop (within the centre of the reserve) in 1993 by artists from around the world, under the 

direction of organiser and artist Lawrence Beck. 12 sandstone sculptures highlight the skyline, all with a story to 

tell. The Sculpture Site can be accessed via a 1 km walking trail starting from the Flora and Fauna Sanctuary car 

park. There is also vehicle access to the sculptures. 
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The Silver City Mint and Art Centre 

An Australian tourist attraction which is home to the Worlds Largest Acrylic Canvas Painting by one individual 

artist. The Big Picture is a great way to capture outback scenery without leaving out state of the art deck.  

The Silver City Mint and Art Centre also is well known for the on-site silver smithing which can be viewed most 

days. The staff of the Silver City Mint can create a masterpiece in minutes whilst you enjoy what the centre has to 

offer.  

Minerals, paintings and lithographs are only just some of the feature of the Broken Hill based business. Souvenirs 

and chocolates are also a feature which are available for purchase online. 

66 Chloride St, Broken Hill NSW 2880  

 

Mutawintji National Park  

Visiting Mutawintji National Park in the NSW outback is a uniquely Australian                 

experience. You’ll find a ruggedly beautiful desert region showing evidence of              

continuous use by Aboriginal people for thousands of years.    

Dominated by the Bynguano Ranges, whose vibrant red colour dramatically 

captures changes in the light, this outback park is home to the famous hand 

stencil art of local  Aboriginal communities as well as many other  important 

cultural and historic sites. 
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Pro Hart Gallery  

108 Wyman Street, Broken Hill 
 

The art of Pro Hart is informed by his accumulated life             

experiences, from his childhood living in the bush to working 

and living in the mining town of Broken Hill. 

A survey of his work will reveal a passionate interest in both 

the making and philosophy of Art. In the broadest sense, 

Pros' work can be divided into two main categories; Formal 

and Narrative.  

At a formal level Pro is motivated by the aesthetics of a painting, employing  conventions such as colour, shape, 

form, light and pattern that help to establish a sense of order within the picture plane. At a narrative level, Pro 

paints subjects such as Country Race Meetings, Picnics, Street Scenes and Portraits to communicate an idea to the 

viewer. Figurative work is based on keen observation of life in the outback town of Broken Hill. 

The need to communicate visually with the public has been the driving force behind the work of Pro Hart. 

Sulphide Street Railway & Historical Museum 
 

This is actually more than four museums for the price of one: the Broken 

Hill Migrant Museum, the Hospital Museum, the Ron Carter Transport         

Pavilion and the Triple Chance Mineral Collection.  
 

It is also home to a range of railway attractions, including the Silver City              

Comet and a selection of restored gems from the Silverton  Tramway                    

Company.   Experience old steam train history and more!    
 

Large display of old railway machinery and an extensive mineral                                   

collection. Incorporates separate  Hospital Museum.     
 

Also houses the Broken Hill Migrant Museum set up by the Broken Hill Migrant Heritage Committee Inc.   
 

"Broken Hill is more than a landscape and old buildings - it is the people that make it special and the  Broken Hill  

exhibition gives the local people a voice and tells their stories." 

 

Lot 1, Blende St., diagonally opposite the Visitor Centre.   Open daily from 

10am to 3pm, closed Christmas Day & Good Friday.  Fees; $4.00 

Many tours & events are not in this brochure  and participants are encouraged to research                

additional tours and sightseeing personally.   
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Mundi Mundi Lookout 

Located about five kilometres West of Silverton, the Mundi Mundi Plains is a truly breathtaking place.  Looking 

out onto the expansive Mundi Mundi Plains, it's a perfect spot to take in a sunset or picnic. The view must be 

seen to be believed. The wide, flat heart of the Australian outback extends seemingly forever.   

 

On a clear day the curvature of 

the earth can be seen.   Of 

course, a lot of people have seen 

the area yet may not realise it,  

spotlighted as it was in the fa-

mous crash scene of Mad Max 2. 

Sharp-eyed explorers can even 

find old  sets from the movie 

smattered around.  

Silverton Historic Cemetery 

The 42-acre cemetery is a sombre reminder of the harsh lives lived in Silverton's early years.    
 

Mining accidents were tragically common. Isolation meant that fresh           
water, fruit, vegetables and sanitation was often in short supply.    
Typhoid was a constant part of life that took many children.     
 

The Silverton Historical Cemetery is a final resting place for some of the 
regions past residents.  Fenced in 1888, today the cemetery is a historical 
site and cannot be disturbed  

Umberumberka Reservoir 

Located nine kilometres West of Silverton, Umberumberka Reservoir continues to operate to this day. 
Open from 8.30am until 3.30pm every day, visitors can inspect the pumping station, view the reservoir and enjoy 
the picnic sites and gardens.   Water was in short supply in Silverton's early days.    
 

Locals relied on household tanks, wells and nearby                                    
Umberumberka Creek for a drink.   
 
There was never a lot of rain.   While a flood in the creek did 
something to ease the problem in 1884, as did a public                            
standpipe erected in the centre of town,  Silverton was always a 
dry place.    
 

These days the reservoir is a standby facility, adding to Broken 
Hill's main water supply.  

ALL TOURS ARE OPTIONAL.     
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Day Dream Mine 

The Day Dream Mine is located northwest of Silverton and about 20 kilometres outside of Broken Hill.    

Established in 1882, the mine attracted a sizeable settlement which, while short-lived, boasted 500-odd residents 

at its peak, as well as the district's first smelters.   These days, visitors are invited to walk into the mine - and            

history.   Tours take about an hour, and sturdy shoes are recommended. Bookings can be 

made at the Broken Hill Visitors' Centre or you can simply turn up between 10am and 

3.30pm any day of the week. 
 

Current Prices                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Underground only - $25 per person   /  Surface only - $8 per person                                                                                                             

Underground and surface  Adults - $30, seniors & pensioners - $28                                                                                               

Duration approx 1hr 15 mins 

Heritage Walking Trail 

Take a scenic walk on Silverton's Heritage Walking Trail.  
 

It takes around 2 hours walking time taking in all of                

Silverton’s sights and buildings, you will walk through a               

railroad cutting and also see the Mundi Mundi (Mad max 

Lookout). 

No dogs are allowed on the trail, and it is recommend that 

you carry water as it can get quite warm. 

Silverton School Museum 

Step back in time at the Silverton Gaol and Historical Museum.   Schooling in Silverton first began in a tent in 
1884 and it wasn’t until 1889 when the School’s building was completed and teachers able to hold                  
classes from indoors.  The building you see today is the very same one finished in 1889.   After 90 years of 
education the Silverton school closed its doors in 1970.     

Open: , Mon., Wed., Fri. and Sat.   9.30am to 3.30pm. Small admission fee applies.  Maned By Volunteers 
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Mad Max Museum 

Australia's first and only museum dedicated to Mad Max 2.   The museum 
was opened in September 2010,  When visiting the museum you will be able 
to see exactly what Mad Max 2 was all about- with the items displayed in 
such a way that it tells the story of the film. It is visually amazing and                 
stimulating to see the museum as a final product- a result of a lot of hard 
work on Adrian’s part.     

Offering a large collection of photographs, life size  characters in full costumes, original and replica vehicles             
including two Interceptors, one of which was built by Adrian himself, also exhibits memorabilia with souvenirs 
also available.   The museum is not just a place for the hard core Mad Max fans but a place where tourists and 
locals alike can go and discover what an impact Mad Max 2 had on this region and on the Australian film scene.   
Stop by to view the amazing collection at the museum, it is certainly well worth a look. 

Open 7 days - 9am-5pm (winter) 10am-4pm (summer) * Admission fee 

Silverton Hotel 

The iconic Silverton Hotel is undoubtedly the heart and soul of the town.  Sitting in the centre of the town the 
pub has maintained its laid-back country life style even as it has flourished into one of the most filmed and             
photographed Hotel’s in the country.    

A large range of Cold beers and wines are available, supported by the            
Famous Silverton Hotel Hot Dogs and light snacks, the beer garden can 
cater for larger groups.  When it comes to the Silverton Pub, the third   
time is the charm. The original single story hotel was opened in 1884, to 
cater for the towns growing horde of miners. A two storey model                    
replaced this, only one year later as the growing Silverton population           
became increasingly thirsty. The building burnt down in 1918 and the     
then used Silverton Post Office became the current Silverton Hotel.    

While the mining Industry has developed in Broken hill, the Silverton Pub continues to thrive, and has become a 
mainstay of the film industry. 
 
The Silverton Hotel is open from 9am til late every day ,except Sunday when it is open 10am until 10pm  

Other Attractions include:  Silverton Souvenirs, Silverton Scooters,                                        

Silverton Goal Museum, Nelson Opal Shop, various historic churches                                   

and buildings  and art  galleries. 

ALL TOURS ARE OPTIONAL.     
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EAST MACDONNELL  RANGES 

Peterborough Caravan Park  (Day 12) 

Set in a quiet area of the historic railway town of Peterborough.    The park has drive through sites all with their 

own water, electricity sullage which can accommodate the largest motorhomes buses.   

A purpose built disabled amenities facility separate from the modern amenities block. There is a large laundry. 

Also have a new camp kitchen, gas BBQs, Mini golf kiosk.      

Alongside the caravan park is one of the finest recreational areas in the north with a lake, islands, animals,                       

playground barbeque area. A public pool (open summer months only) is a short walk from the park. 

Road to Flinders Ranges 

Border Quarantine 

Located between Broken Hill & Peterborough.   

You must be  familiar with                                              

quarantine regulations 
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ALICE SPRINGS 

Flinders Ranges 

A trip to the Flinders Ranges is something every Australian should 

experience. A few days in this beautifully rugged, 540 million-year

-old landscape will stay with you forever and change the way you 

look at the world.  Find the magic, and some perspective, in the 

Flinders Ranges.   The land is a country of thick, gnarled gum 

trees, growing alongside stony creeks. There are ruins of farms 

left by pioneers, beaten back by the harsh landscape. The Flinders 

Ranges is a ancient and unique part of the world. 

Information supplied in this publication is not exhaustive, in fact it is only touching the many places to see.   Talk to 

the locals and get advice on other locations that are a ’not to be missed adventure’  

BIG4 Hawker Flinders Ranges Holiday Park,       

Carpenter Road, Hawker, South Australia  

 

The Tagalong will stop here for the duration of our visit to the                                                                                                                     

Flinders Ranges.   There are 2 van parks so please ensure you                                                                                                                    

go to the Carpenter Road BIG4 because BIG4 have two parks 

Wonder of Wilpena 

Millions of years of erosion has created the natural                                

amphitheatre, surrounded by ancient mountain ranges.  The 

landscape is summed up perfectly in this quote by Hans                  

Heysen: “the bones of the earth laid bare”.  

It provides insight through exposure - layers, colours,                        

vastness - an almost intimidating reminder that we are only on 

this earth for a short time.   Waterholes and narrow gorges of 

red rock hide yellow-footed rock wallabies and tiny Lake Eyre  

RELAX ….. ALL ACCOMMODATION & ACTIVITIES 

BOOKED THROUGH RRVC OFFICE 
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KINGS CANYON 

Wilpena Pound 

At the most northerly point in the Flinders.  There are many walking 

trails in the area ranging from easy to challenging, lots of flora and             

fauna, we saw Emus grazing by the Info Centre. Really, all you can do 

here is either walk or relax. Walks take you to geological formations,                       

ancient gorges and Aboriginal rock art.  

4WD tours and scenic flights operate daily. Don't forget to pay                           

your fees at the Centre.  

The "Pound" is a natural amphitheatre, 17km long and 8 km wide, with the highest point, St Mary's Peak which is 

1188 metres above sea level. It is a huge flat plain covered in scrub and trees and totally surrounded by jagged 

hills which form a rim.  

It is a bushwalkers dream BUT allow a full day to see the area  

Moralana Scenic Drive 

Quoted as being one of the most scenic drives in the Flinders Ranges. The 

dirt road leads through private property, coming  out on the Leigh creek 

road.    It is suitable most of the year for 2WD cars. 

At the start, you cross a Cattle grid. Cattle along the way are grazing freely, 

so be careful if you come across some on the road.  The scenery along this 

road is stunning! A ‘must stop’ for photos!  You will drive along the road, 

often following a river with many river red gums on the LH side, and following the southern wall of Wilpena 

Pound, seeing Red Range, Elder Range and more on the RH Side.  The drive is a must for all those who visit the 

Flinders and is best east to west in the morning and west to east in the afternoon if you can possibly do this.  

Lookout on the Leigh Creek Road 

Coming out of the Moralana scenic drive, turn left onto the 

Leigh Creek road. Just a little way down the road, is a 

Brown tourist sign with a camera on it, so pull into the 

parking area on the RH side of the road.  A wonderful view 

of the Flinders Ranges.  There are information boards, 

show-

ing and 

naming which Mountains you are seeing.   A stone cairn 

ALL TOURS ARE OPTIONAL.     
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DEVILS MARBLES 

Rawnsley Bluff – Station Hill Lookout 

Drive into Rawnsley station and to the Station Hill look-out for great views of 

Rawnsley Bluff and Wilpena Pound.  There is a trail for people who can walk                    

classified {hard track} of 12.6 kms, taking approx 5 hours. From Rawnsley Bluff,               

you will see a spectacular view of the South and West of Wilpena Pound.  

 

Elder Range Lookout 

Along the road from the Arkaba Hills lookout, is another roadside parking 

area named the "Elder Range lookout."  The Tourist Brochure states  "The 

Elder Range is an iconic symbol of what outback South Australia means. The 

magnificent mountains are overwhelming from every angle and show the 

natural formation of the land for over a billion years."  It sums it up well.  

Stop and enjoy the wonderful view!  

 

Arkaba Hills Lookout 

Leaving Hawker behind, head north towards Wilpena Pound, when at the 

22km mark, you come to  Arkaba Hills Lookout. These were the Hills that                 

inspired a wonderful South Australia artist - Sir Hans Heysen, he loved painted 

the Flinders Ranges and the beautiful gum trees. His paintings of these hills 

brought him world wide recognition.    Pull in, as it is much safer to take                    

photo's from here, than parked on the side of the road.  

Kanyaka Cemetery 

A really old cemetery.  Look for it across the creek from the                

homestead ruins.   It is fenced off and rather over-run. Wandering 

around, I found an old grave, with a photo of the deceased person.   

Worth having a browse around. 
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SPUDS ROADHOUSE PIMBA SA 

Kanyaka Homestead Ruins 

Allow Half a day for this one 

The Kanyaka ruins cover quite an area. No wonder, as                

leases at Kanyaka Station in 1856, totalled 365 square miles 

or 240000 acres (945 square km or 94500 hectares). This 

was one huge holding! 

In February 1852, the ill fated Hugh Proby established this 

huge cattle station, in the same year as he lost his life.  

In the following years, the station grew in size until it was 

one of the largest in the district with 70 families living and 

working there. Transport was difficult, so the Station was mostly self-sufficient. Kanyaka station grew to include            

a large homestead, cottages for workers, workshops, huts and sheds, mostly built from local stone. The main 

building is the homestead, consisting of 16 rooms with 18 inch (46 cm) thick walls of stone and mortar                                   

construction. This housed the manager, his family and servants.  

Later, the station switched from cattle to sheep, but had cows, pigs, and vegetable gardens to supply food for the 

residents. The woolshed was one of the largest in the state and provided room for 24 blade shearers who sheared 

thousands of sheep on fairly confined shearing floors.  

The Great Northern Railway also ran parallel to Kanyaka Station, we could see where the old narrow gauge railway 

would have run.  

The name "Kanyaka" [big rock], maybe referring to the nearby "Death Rock" at Kanyaka Waterhole). 

It is FREE to visit and walk around. The ruins are in quite good condition, all signposted so you can reflect on what 

was happening in these rooms so many years ago. 

As you drive down the hill, you may want to stop for a          

photo, as from here, there is a good view of the whole 

homestead area. 

 

There is plenty of parking, picnic areas and walking trails. 

 

Don't miss these ruins! 
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Aboriginal Sites 

Death Rock 

Death Rock. 26.5 km south of Hawker on the Hawker - Quorn road. Follow 

the signs from Kanyaka Ruins or take a short walk from the parking area 1.5 

km further south from the Kanyaka turnoff 

The name Kanyaka may be derived from an Aboriginal word meaning "Place 

of Stone".   Stretch your legs and take your camera on the short ten minute 

walk to the waterhole and the rock. Please note the track is unsealed and access for those with prams and 

wheelchairs is limited.    

Death Rock is a large seven metre high quartzite rock beside the permanent spring fed Kanyaka Waterhole. It is 

an Aboriginal Historic Site  .  

Yourambulla Caves.  

11 km south of Hawker off the Hawker - Quorn road. Walking track 

from car park. Allow for at least half an hour for return walk.      

Yourambulla is a name derived from the words 'yura bila" -  two 

men, in the language of the Adnamatna people of the Flinders 

Ranges.  Aboriginal paintings occur in the caves, shelters and                   

overhangs in the southern part of the Yappala Hills. The age and 

purpose of the paintings are not known but they are thought to                                                                                                   

relate to the dreaming or ceremonies associated with this site. 

Sacred Canyon.  

Off the Wilpena to Blinman road, just north of Wilpena. 

Walking track through the creek    

This place is spooky and the hairs on the back of your             

head rise.  People have been known to only last 10                      

minutes before they have to get out of the canyon 

Interpretive walk to ancient Aboriginal               

engravings in smooth sandstone rock faces            

at the small gorge. 

http://www.hawkersa.info/visitorinformation/attractions/aboriginalsites.htm#deathrock
http://www.hawkersa.info/visitorinformation/attractions/aboriginalsites.htm#yourambulla
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Flinders Ranges 

Arkaroo Rock.  

Off the Hawker to Wilpena Road approx 40km north of Hawker. Walking track from car park. 

Arkaroo Rock is a small Aboriginal art site of the Adnyamathanha people ("Hills                

People") of the Flinders Ranges with ancient aboriginal paintings. Arkaroo Rock is an 

important part of the aboriginal history and culture. 

"Akurra" (or "Arkaroo") is the name given to two giant serpents which, among other 

things, created Wilpena Pound ("Ikara"). The walls of the Pound are the bodies of the 

"akurra" and the head of the male serpent forms St Mary Peak, the highest peak in 

the Flinders Ranges at 1170m,  and Beatrice Hill is the head of the female serpent. The Arkaroo has given origin 

of name to places in this region, namely Arkaroola Village, Arkaroola Creek, Arkaroola Springs and the Arkaroo 

Rock in Wilpena Pound. 

There are many paintings of bird tracks, snake lines, waterholes, plants and people at Arkaroo Rock created in 

red, yellow and white ochre and charcoal, brushed or applied by finger using 

wet pigments mixed with water, animal fat or blood. The paintings at the 

Arkaroo Rock tell the creation story of Wilpena Pound.    These paintings are a 

fraction of the sacred aboriginal stories recorded on rock walls throughout 

these ranges. The site has been dated as 5000 years old. Arkaroo Rock has 

been used by the Adnyamathanha people for thousands of years, but first                         

discovered by Europeans only in 1957. 

 

Jeff Morgan Art Gallery Hawker 

Jeff Morgan, internationally acclaimed fine artist, resides in Hawker, South Australia, 

a town surrounded by the uniquely beautiful Flinders Ranges, a well-known tourist 

destination.    The natural flora, fauna and landscapes of the area provide endless 

inspiration for Jeff and his unique style of work. 

Original "Rons Creek" 

(Wonoka Station, Hawker. - South Australia's picturesque              

Flinders Ranges) Rons Creek is one of the 3 larger paintings for 

sale and on display at the Jeff Morgan Gallery. These 3 large 

originals feature in Jeff Morgan’s "Outback on Canvas" section. 

The Rons Creek painting is 15 metres wide X 5 metres deep and 

took 3,000 hours to complete.  Viewing it from either end                 

provides you with a completely different perspective. 

 

Aboriginal Sites 
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Woomera    

No town of Woomera existed prior to 1947. It and the rocket range facilities were 

constructed as a major undertaking.    

Naturally a name was needed for the town. One 

name proposed was Red Sands - a contrast with 

White Sands, the U.S. missile test range in New 

Mexico. It was decided that a suitable aboriginal 

name should be found. The word "woomera" was 

decided upon as it meant a spear thrower - a device made out of a flat piece of 

wood with a wooden peg at one end. The spear would be mounted on the               

woomera and both spear and woomera held in one hand and parallel to the line of sight. The name was adopted 

on April 24, 1947.  

By August 1950, Woomera population had reached 3,000, swelling to 3,500 six months later. Eventually, the town 

grew to a population of over 6,000 in the 1960s when activities reached their peak. By 1999, the population was 

not much more than 1,000 when a U.S. base closed and the permanent population as of October 2001 was 359.   

The history of Woomera's past is on show at the Woomera Heritage 

Centre in the Oasis Community Centre and at the Aircraft and Missile 

Display Park which is in the centre of the village. One of the highlights 

includes the recovered remains of the Redstone launch vehicle that 

launched WRESAT-1, Australia's first satellite, in 1967.  

Roxby Downs      

http://homepage.powerup.com.au/%7Ewoomera/herit1.htm
http://homepage.powerup.com.au/%7Ewoomera/herit1.htm
http://homepage.powerup.com.au/%7Ewoomera/wresat.htm
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Roxby Downs 

Andamooka    

The opal mining township and one of the world's major sources of            

precious opal.   With a population of around 550 Andamooka hosts a 

rich assembly of nationalities that live and work together in an                        

environment that outsiders may consider harsh and resembling a 

‘moonscape'. To local residents however, this is the ideal place to live, 

uncluttered and free of bureaucracy and hassles of city life.    

Opal is still being found at Andamooka, though less than it was. Tour  

the opal fields, absorb the history, noodle among the dumps, tour an 

underground house or visit one of the many opal showrooms and buy 

directly from the miner or the cutter, thereby eliminating the middle 

man. If nothing else, a place you will always remember 

Olympic Dam  

The Dam is a huge mining centre located in South Australia, 560km north-west of Adelaide. Home to a major           

oxide copper gold deposit producing copper, uranium, gold and silver, the site hosts an underground mine and an 

integrated metallurgical processing plant.   The project was opened in 1988 by WMC Resources, after discovering 

the large deposit in 1975. It was later expanded under a A$1.9 million programme, raising its capacity to 

200,000tpa of copper and 4,300tpa of uranium, plus gold and silver.  In mid-2005, BHP Billiton gained control of 

WMC Resources in an A$9.2bn takeover. The company has a licence 

to mine the Olympic Dam until 2036 and it is extendable for 50 more 

years thereafter. 

Mine Surface Tours are held on Wednesday.  The tour starts at 

8.45am at the Visitor Information Centre and bookings are essential.  

The Branch Office will organise your booking if you tick the box on the 

2016 Red Centre Tagalong Registration Form  The cost is $10 per per-

son and the money goes to the RFDS 

 

Spuds Roadhouse 

The roadhouse has a HUGE rig parking area at the turn off from the  Highway.  It is 9 klms 

from the Woomera Village and has good lunches and the cheapest fuel in the area.   It is 

approx. 100 klms from Andamooka. 
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Coober Pedy 

Stuart Range BIG4 Caravan Turn off the highway and travel about 400m 

to the van park.   This park has all amenities we need Including tours and pizza 

shop. 

 

Coober Pedy Tours 

The BIG4 Van park air-conditioned bus tour is a hassle free informative introduction to the town and the nearby 

Breakaways.   You really do see the town with a difference and will appreciate its  uniqueness and history.   The 

tour includes- the Breakaways, Dingo Fence, Opal fields, Moon plains, Opal mine and  museum,  underground 

Home, underground Church and town area.    Tours leave  at 1.00pm daily and return around 6.00pm.  The cost 

is $70 per person .  As a bonus with all bookings you receive 10% discount at the Park Pizza either takeaway,          

indoor or alfresco dining available, open 5pm-9.30pm daily.  

Tagalong participants wishing to do this tour need only tick the appropriate box on the registration form. 

 

Coober Pedy Opal Fields Golf Club 

Voted in the top 10 of the most unique courses in the world,   

situated 3.5km north of town centre. Come & play on a very 

unique 18 hole grassless course.  The only Golf Club in the                    

world with reciprocal playing rights with the 'home of golf', St. 

Andrews in Scotland. 

Cost is $10 for the round and $10 for club hire.  Bookings via Tagalong registration form  

 

“Old Timers Mine”    (Excellent mine tour) 

The Old Timers Mine and Museum opens a window on the fascinating history of 

opal mining in Coober Pedy,  revealing not only the hard physical grind and the         

occasional bonanza that was mining in the early days, but also an intriguing                

mystery at the heart of the mine.   The original mine dates back to 1916, but the 

old miners, whoever they were, concealed its existence by back-filling the shafts. 

The mystery is why they never returned to dig out the opal that remained. It was 

not until 1968 that the hidden mine was discovered by Ron Gough when he was digging an extension to his              

underground home and broke through, exposing three large seams of good quality opal, as well as opalised             

seashells. These have been retained and can be seen by visitors today.    The museum shows how miners, usually 

working alone, would dig the shafts and blast holes and winch the dug soil up to the surface, all by hand, with 

only candles and carbine lamps for illumination. Ron Gough was one of these miners, and it was he who realized 

the potential for opening the mine as a tourist attraction,  

Special Tagalong Price is $5 per head. (Bulk Tour price)   Bookings via Tagalong registration form  

http://www.stuartrangeoutbackresort.com.au/content/pizzeria.html
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The Breakaways  

One of Australia's amazing outback sights and one only about 8% of our 

population have seen 

Millions of years ago, many parts of central Australia were underwater. 

This has created a truly unique landscape, filled with fossils and precious 

stones.   

You will find The Breakaways about 10kms from Coober Pedy, best to go 

by tour but  you can drive out there yourself.  It is an easy drive out 

around interesting landscapes.    

The Breakaways are a series of flat top mountains that have broken away 

from the main mountain range, hence their name. It is an eerily stark 

outcrop which sets the scene for an amazing outlook.   

At various times of the day, the light will play across the mountains in 

shade and therefore create different colours and patterns across the 

landscape, resulting in a completely different experience depending on 

the season and the time of the day that you visit.   

One of the most fascinating points about this area is that the popular 

lookout points will give you spectacular views over what was once an              

inland sea and many people believe it was a frozen sea. It is kind of like 

an interesting and small version of the Grand Canyon.  

Northern Territory 

Border Roadside Rest Stop       (Day 27)   

Arrive at last at Red Centre.   The Tagalong will arrive early enough to secure this spot however if its full we trav-

el a further 20 klms north the Kulgera Roadhouse.   This rest stop is perfect for socialising and happy hour ex-

tends into the evenings with fellow Australians travelling 

around Australia.  
RELAX ….. ALL ACCOMMODATION & ACTIVITIES 

BOOKED THROUGH  RRVC OFFICE 
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How high is Uluru?   Uluru rises 348 metres above the plain, more than 860 metres above sea level. That's higher 

than the Eiffel Tower in Paris or the Chrysler Building in New York. 

How wide is Uluru?   If you walk right around the base of Uluru, you'll find it has a circumference of 9.4 klm 

When did Uluru become a national park?  In 1950 Ayers Rock, today known as Uluru, was declared a national 

park. In 1958 both Ayers Rock and Mt Olga (Kata Tjuta) were excised from an Aboriginal reserve to form the Ayers 

Rock Mt Olga National Park.  

Who owns Uluru?  Anangu own all of Uluru and Kata Tjuta and lease it back to Parks Australia to be jointly               

managed as a national park. This arrangement first came into place in October 1985. 

What does joint management mean?   The Anangu and Parks Australia have worked together as partners to  

manage the park. Now white and black people live and work together as equals. Everything at Uluru and Kata 

Tjuta is guided by Tjukurpa, our law. Anangu. 

How long have Aboriginal people lived in Uluru?   Archaeological evidence shows Anangu people have lived in 

Central Australia for at least 30,000 years. 

Do Aboriginal people still live traditionally?   Uluru is a living cultural landscape. Anangu are guided by Tjukurpa 

(law) to keep both culture and country strong. .  

How old is Uluru's rock art?   The symbolism used in Uluru's rock art is thought to date back at least 5,000 years. 

How high is Kata Tjuta?  The tallest dome of Kata Tjuta rises 546 metres above the plain, or 1,066 metres above 

sea level. That's the same size as the One World Trade Centre under construction in New York. 

How many different types of animals are there?  Look out for 21 mammals, 73 reptiles, 178 birds and four frogs 

in the park.  

How many different types of plants are there?  More than 400 and many have traditional uses.  

 Uluru  - Kata Tjuta National Park 
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Voyages Ayers Rock Camping Resort 

Utilising powered sites in the van area, the resort  

provides all facilities.    

The van area is easy walking distance to all resort 

activities and shops and buses will collect you 

from the van area for many of the tours. 

Fuel is available but remember it is VERY                          

expensive.  There is a $25 fee into the National 

park, valid for 3 days 

  

Uluru Camel Tours  

Breathe in the cool morning air as you ride your friendly camel for one hour through the desert landscape as dawn 

breaks over Uluru and Kata Tjuta. Watch the desert come to life and learn about the flora and fauna along the trail 

from your knowledgeable cameleer. After your ride, enjoy our famous freshly baked beer bread damper with 

quandong jam and a cup of billy tea or coffee. 

Tour duration approx. 2.5 hours.   1 hour prior to sunrise  

$125 per person. You are able to purchase a DVD of your 

trip and this is a HIGHLY RECOMMENDED purchase.  Cost 

$40 but definitely worth it.    You are collected & dropped 

off at van park.  Sunset tour also available  

‘Outback Cycling’  

have commenced bicycle rental at Uluru, in Australia’s Red Centre. Never            

before have you been able to rent a bike in this setting so we are pleased                

to be able to offer this unique adventure on 2 wheels. 

Look out for our mobile bike trailer located just outside the Cultural Centre             

in the car park at the Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park. (Look for the bright                                                                                         

yellow and white bikes we have). 

Rent a bicycle from Outback Cycling and you can ride the 15km flat pathway right around the base of Uluru getting 

you up close to this amazing monolith.   A variety of bikes available to suit most the family  - Adult Bikes, Kids small 

frame bikes, Toddler Seats and Tag-along’s 

Bike hire is $30 for a 3 hour period ($10 for every additional hour). Bike hire cost includes bike, helmet and a map. 

https://www.ayersrockresort.com.au/experiences/detail/supplier/242233
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Sunrise & Sunset 

Uluru is famous the world over for its spectacular sunrises and sunsets. Watch as the rock changes colour before 

your very eyes. There are five viewing areas built specifically for experiencing and photographing this beautiful 

landscape.   

Car Sunset Viewing - views of Uluru 

The place to watch the colour change at Uluru at sunset. Or you can visit this 

area at sunrise and capture Uluru silhouetted against the dawn. For cars only  

 

Dune Walk Viewing - 360 degree view of Uluru and Kata Tjuta 

This area is accessible to everyone all day until 4.00 pm when it is reserved for sunset viewing for bus and            

coaches.   It is a great alternate sunrise spot. Stay in the carpark to view Uluru as a silhouette or take the short, 

sandy walk to the top of the dune to see Uluru, Kata Tjuta and all the way to the horizon. Dune walk lookout | 

500m return | 30 min 

 

Talinguru Nyakunytjaku - 360 degree view of Uluru and Kata Tjuta 

This is the main sunrise viewing area for Uluru. You have the choice of three 

shelters, two viewing platforms and a few kilometres of walking track to find  

the perfect spot. Capture Uluru and Kata Tjuta in the same shot, marvel at the 

stunning 360 degree view of the surrounding landscape. 

 

Kata Tjuta Dune Viewing - 360 degree view of Kata Tjuta 

A spectacular, panoramic view of Kata Tjuta with Uluru on the horizon. Sun on 

the rocks at sunrise - silhouette at sunset. Brilliant, quiet and serene. 

 

Kata Tjuta Sunset Viewing - Views of Kata Tjuta 

At sunset watch the stunning colour change into deepest red. Just remember 

that you will need to be outside the park boundary by closing time. 

 

ALL TOURS ARE OPTIONAL 

Many tours & events are not in this brochure  

and participants are encouraged to research                

additional tours and sightseeing personally.   
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Desert Awakenings Tour 

Experience the tranquillity of the pre-dawn land under a canopy of                   

stars. Watch the amazing transformation of colours and life as the                       

desert awakens with Uluru and Kata Tjuta as your backdrop. In the             

company of your expert guide and with no more than 15 other guests, 

Desert Awakenings is designed to introduce you to the  natural and                

cultural landscapes of this remarkable region.  

Watch the distant domes of Kata Tjuta come into view and enjoy a                        

traditional Aussie breakfast of bacon and egg rolls, tea, coffee and                 

homemade damper with Golden Syrup in the open air. After breakfast 

your guide will explain the natural history of the region, and as the                                                                                             

daylight reveals the myriad of animal tracks in the sand an insight into what activity took place during the night.  

Once the sun is up, enjoy a guided tour at the base of Uluru. First stop is Kuniya where you'll take a short walk to 

the Mutitjulu waterhole. A visit here will help appreciate its cathedral like proportions and why it is such a          

powerful and spiritual place for visitors and Anangu (local Aboriginal people) alike. Your guide will explain some 

of the rock paintings and stories from the creation period as told by the Anangu people. Next stop is the Cultural 

Centre, a vibrant and engaging place of learning where the local lore of the Anangu is  

Desert Awakenings is a much sought after experience that delivers insight into the ancient landscape, ecology, 

culture, heritage, and history of what is now regarded as Australia's spiritual heartland.  

Cost is $168 per person    

Sounds of Silence  

Have the dinner of your life, under the stars and deep in the desert 

against the backdrop of Uluru and Kata Tjuta, tucking into gourmet 

outback fare.  Your experience begins with canapés and  chilled              

sparkling wine served on a viewing platform overlooking   the Uluru 

Kata Tjuta National Park. As the sun sets and darkness falls to the 

sound of a didgeridoo, join your table of fellow travellers for an                 

unforgettable dining experience and an introduction to Aboriginal culture with a traditional dance performance 

under the outback sky. Our attentive staff will keep your glass full with a quality selection of Australian wine and 

beers while first course is served. As the night sky twinkles to life, help yourself to a bush tucker inspired buffet 

that incorporates native bush ingredients such as crocodile, kangaroo, barramundi and quandong. After dinner, 

settle back and listen to our resident star talker decode the southern night sky. Locate the Southern Cross, the 

signs of the zodiac, the Milky Way, as well as planets and galaxies that are visible due to the exceptional clarity of 

the atmosphere. After dinner, enjoy dessert with a glass of port, tea or coffee. 

Duration 4 hours.  Collected & dropped off at the van park.  $195 per person (at Dec 14) Very expensive but a 

once in a lifetime experience. 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED 

IF NOT DONE BEFORE 
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Kings Canyon 

Kings Creek Station  

We are staying at a working cattle/camel station with facilities for camping, accommodation and an opportunity 

to experience the outback either by quad (4 wheel motorbike), helicopter or camel.   Basic supplies, meals and 

drinks can be bought at the station shop. You could even try a famous Kings Creek camel burgers!!!!     

The station is the largest exporter of wild camels in Australia and sells camels for live export, live domestic sales 

and meat.    

Station Activities & Trips 

Quad Bikes 

• 1 Hour Quad Bike Ride for the person who wants a quick look around the dune country  - $93 per person 

• 2.5 hour Quad Adventure for those wanting to see the landscape up close.  Visit ancient rock  carvings   -  

$210 per person 

Overnight Quad Adventure  

Prepare for the experience of a lifetime. Our overnight Quad Ride gives you the                                                                                  

little extra that you may have been looking for.  Discover for yourself the true 

majesty of the Outback, visit caves and learn a little about ancient rock carvings, 

and travel through rolling Spinifex and red sand dunesbefore, winding your way 

through Mulga bushland to arrive at our unique bush camp, complete with hot 

showers and toilet facilities.  A view to  rival no other. Enjoy a hearty dinner 

cooked by the campfire, before sleeping under the stars in a swag.  Next morning 

sample a cup of billy tea or coffee before setting off on your quad on your return                                                                            

ride to Kings Creek Station for a cooked breakfast. 

Rides depart Sundays at 2.30pm.  $424 per person Minimum 2 riders, maximum 10. Bookings are essential. 

Helicopter Flights 

Right on our doorstep lie Australia's spectacular Central Ranges, covering an area of 168,000 square kilometres. 

This vast maze of crags & canyons, rock formations & waterholes, craters and many more natural features are 

accessible only from the air.  

• Local Station Flight  - $80 per person 

• Peterman Pound  - $180 per person  

• Kings Canyon  - $300 to $350 for extended flight, per person  

• Unexplored Middle Ranges  - $480 per person  

• Remote Ferrar Springs  - $250 per person 
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Kings Canyon  

Kings Canyon Rim Walk 

This is by far the most impressive walk associated with Kings Canyon. It takes            

you around the rim of the canyons sandstone walls, which formed when small 

cracks over time eroded to create the spectacular Canyons we have today.  The 

walk has some amazing points of view looking out and over the white and red sandstone cliffs of the canyon, also 

allowing you to look down the cliffs edges. The sheer height of these cliffs is 270 metres, to put this in perspective; 

it is almost the same height as Australias tallest high-rise in Melbourne city, Eureka Towers. Sandstone domes that 

can be found throughout the Canyon are looked at as bee-hive in appearance as well as the impressive weathered 

formations that resemble the remains of an Aztec city, earning them the apt name Lost City. 

Garden of Eden 

The Kings Canyon Walk takes you 270 metres down into the chasm, between the sandstone cliffs into a true oasis. 

Here, a natural spring waterhole surrounded by local and exotic plants and trees such as gums, bonsai looking 

trees and enormous prehistoric ferns that all create a truly unique landscape. 

Sunset Viewing Area 

At this point on the cliffs, sunsets casts light over the different types,           

formations and grains of sandstone resulting in an explosion of colours 

and hues. The sky of course also ignites into the beauty of a Central          

Australian sunset. 

Walk Difficulty 

The walk involves a steep climb up to the canyon rim. It is easier from 

here, 6km in total which takes an average 3-4 hours. It is of medium difficulty suitable for most people with a          

general fitness level. 

Other Kings Canyon Walks 

With the diversity of the Kings Canyon area, there is naturally a few other walks on offer. This includes the Kings 

Creek Walk which is a much easier and shorter walk; it only should be taking around 1 hour. Kathleen Springs 

Walk is very similar in difficulty and length to Kings Creek Walk with a fresh water pool, BBQ, toilets and other  

facilities.    Giles Track is a very easy walk and 22km in length so is taken overnight. There is a camping ground 

along the way, visitors requiring to equip themselves with supplies including water and food. 

South Wall Return Walk 

You can undertake the South Wall Return, which is part of the Rim Walk. This track allows you to walk up what is 

usually the descent, onto the south wall of the canyon, get a view down into the Garden of Eden and then return 

via the same route. It takes about half the time as the full rim walk (1 ½- 2 hours). It isn’t less strenuous but allows 

you to get up and see the canyon without having to spend as much time in the heat. 

On the days the Bureau of Meteorology predicts to be 36 or above at Yulara, visitors are asked to start the South 

Wall Return walk prior to 11am.  

http://www.kingscanyonresort.com.au/%E2%80%9Dhttp:/www.bom.gov.au%E2%80%9D
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Alice Springs Reptile Park  

Welcome to the Alice Springs Reptile Centre home to the largest reptile 

display in Central Australia. We display an extensive range of reptiles                

including Terry the Saltwater Crocodile, HUGE Perentie Goannas, Thorny 

Devils, Frill-neck Lizards and many other fascinating lizards including a            

varied selection of NT Geckos from the Alice Springs region, Barkly and the 

Top End on display in the amazing Gecko Cave.    The daily show is not to 

be missed. Each day at 11am, 1pm and 3.30pm the show includes a fun and 

informative talk on selected lizards and pythons followed by a supervised handling session.  

Adults $16   9 Stuart Terrace, Alice Springs NT 0870 

 

Desert Park  

Get red sand on your shoes and experience the true outback. Immerse 

yourself in the beauty and mystery of Australia's deserts. Wander 

through the ancient landscape. Experience the animals of the night.           

Discover the diversity of desert plants. Be inspired by ancient living              

cultures with local Aboriginal guides. Marvel at the energy and spirit of 

free flying birds. 

At the Desert Park visitors stroll through three carefully recreated              

desert habitats - Sand Country, Woodland and Desert Rivers.    

In our Desert Rivers Habitat, you will see for yourself the richness of life.   Walk through the dry river beds and 

flood out areas, past swamps and water holes.  See tall river red gums and coolibah trees, aquatic plants and 

reeds, small finches and large cockatoos, even water birds, frogs and fish found nowhere else in the world.   Learn 

how Aboriginal people use the plants and animals of this habitat as a rich supply of food and medicine.  Sand Coun-

try, Woodland Habitat are other areas within the Park  

Larapinta Drive    Entrance—$20 per person  

Alice Springs Region 

Rainbow Valley 
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Rainbow Valley 

Only recently discovered, Rainbow Valley is renowned for its sandstone bluffs and cliffs with bands of different 

coloured rock. An easy day trip from Alice Springs, it is at its most spectacular in the early morning light or late 

afternoon sun when it changes from ochre red to orange and purple.     

The Rainbow Valley Conservation Reserve is located about 75 kilometres south of Alice Springs. The turn-off to 

the Reserve is 75 km south from Alice Springs along the Stuart Highway. From here it is a 22 km stretch east, along 

an unsealed road which has some sandy patches. For this reason, access is recommended for 4WD vehicles only. 

The road is lined with stands of majestic Desert Oak. Walk through the valley along the base of the cliffs and you 

will see large chunks of fallen rock, some of them weathered and pockmarked like coral. Take the short walk that 

skirts the claypan and winds around the foot of the bluff to Mushroom Rock – an unusual formation with a natural 

tunnel formed by millions of years of wind and rain erosion.  

Sacred site:  The reserve is an important site to the southern Arrernte people. The large rock formation known as 

Ewerre is a registered sacred site. The Park is rich in Aboriginal history especially around the hills and ridges where 

petroglyphs, (rock carvings) paintings, grinding stones and stone chip tools have been  discovered.  

Overnighting in the reserve:   There are basic camping facilities at Rainbow Valley with toilets, gas barbecues, fire 

pits and a picnic area. You will need to bring your own food, firewood and water.                                                                                                                                 

Why not take your mates and enough food/drinks for the night and sleep in a swag or the back of your vehicle 
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The Alice Springs Telegraph Station  

The Alice Springs Telegraph Station Historical Reserve marks the original site of 

the first European settlement in Alice Springs.  Established in 1872 to relay                

messages between Darwin and Adelaide, it is the best preserved of the 12                 

stations along the Overland Telegraph Line.  Construction of this Telegraph                 

Station began in 1871. The township of Alice Springs takes its name from the              

waterhole a short distance to the east of the Station buildings.  This Telegraph Station operated for 60 years, 

and then served as a school for Aboriginal children, known as The Bungalow.  

The Reserve is around 4km north of Alice Springs town centre along the Stuart Highway.  Alternatively there is  

a walking and cycling track into the Reserve via Schwarz Crescent and another along Herbert Heritage Drive via 

the North Stuart Highway . 

The Reserve is open between 8am and 9pm all year round, and the Historical Precinct and cafe are open                    

between 9am and 5pm  

Recreational Activities 

Facilities/activities within the Reserve include: 

 Bush Walking 

 Section One of the Larapinta Trail to Simpsons Gap starts here. For more information visit the Larapinta Trail 

Website.     

 Cycling Paths and Mountain Bike Trails.  The paths are suitable for beginner and intermediate cyclists. Some 

paths are shared with pedestrians. Four new mountain bike trails (all shared with walkers) were opened in 

2014 and offer riders great opportunities to test and progress their skills. Mountain Bike hire is available 

through the Kiosk. 

 Kiosk 

Open daily from 9am to 5pm, serving light lunches, snacks, espresso coffee, cold drinks and ice-creams. 

 Picnic Tables 

Shaded lawns make a popular venue for picnics and barbecues. Free electric barbecues are provided. 

 Walking Tracks 

A series of short, marked walks can be accessed from the main visitor area, traversing the hill country within 

the Reserve.   Many of these tracks are shared with cyclists. 

 

Many tours & events are not in this brochure  

and participants are encouraged to research                

additional tours and sightseeing personally.   

http://www.parksandwildlife.nt.gov.au/parks/walks/larapinta
http://www.parksandwildlife.nt.gov.au/parks/walks/larapinta
http://www.parksandwildlife.nt.gov.au/parks/walks/larapinta
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Alice Springs School of the Air  

The largest classroom in the World… Alice Springs School of the Air was established in 

1951 to provide an educational resource to primary school students living in remote 

Central Australia. Students study at home with a home tutor and join with a teacher for 

a regular live class lessons broadcast via satellite from the studio in Alice Springs. 

 

Discover the unique teaching methods used from the founding through to the 

present day. A short film is screened and during normal school hours the                   

opportunity exists to observe a live lesson. Outside school hours, recorded                

lessons are screened providing a full interpretation of how lessons take place           

during class times.   All funds raised in the visitor centre directly support the             

student enrichment programs such as interstate excursions, in town activities and 

providing funds for the purchase of expensive IT equipment. 

Monday - Saturday: 8:30am - 4:30pm 

Sunday & Public Holidays: 1:30pm - 4:30pm 

$8 per person admission  / 80 Head St, Alice Springs NT 0871 

 

West MacDonnell Ranges Full Day Tour 

 

 

Experience the magnificent grandeur of the West MacDonnell Ranges. The immense cliffs of quartzite at                      

Simpsons Gap are a haven for Black-footed rock- wallabies. See the deep red cleft of Standley Chasm, glow                    

form reflected sunlight creating a breathtaking display of stark form and rich colour.   Experience the mystique of 

Ellery Creek Big Hole and the cultural significance of the Ochre Pits and visit Spectacular Ormiston Gorge. 

Sip on a glass of wine and enjoy a Ploughman's lunch at Glen Helen Resort Gorge with time visit to Glen Helen 

Gorge.   Enjoy the late afternoon sun reflecting on the MacDonnell Ranges as you return to Alice Springs.  Includes 

morning tea and lunch & entry fees. 

Departs: 8.00am 

Returns: 5.30pm 

Pricing: Adult $125 - Pensioner $115 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED 

IF NOT DONE BEFORE 
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Old Ambalindum Homestead is more than just a farm stay – in fact a station stay with a difference is a better           

description!   Comfortable, affordable and friendly, Old Ambalindum offers a true outback experience, and with 

self-catered accommodation, camping, four-wheel-driving tracks and fossicking tours it's the perfect get-away for 

a relaxing couples retreat or a family adventure.                            

Ambalindum Station is a working cattle station which is situated approximately 135km North-east of Alice Springs 

and is one of the original properties settled in Central Australia in the early 1900's. At well over 3,000 square               

kilometers, the station and its immediate surrounds feature some of the most spectacular scenery the Red             

Centre has to offer.    

Visit Historical Arltunga and visitors centre. The original town built before Alice Springs existed, started by the 

Gold Rush in the late 1880's  

• Do a Gem and Station tour and take home you findings 

• Short cut through Station road to beautiful Ruby Gap. Take a picnic to enjoy while you're there Ruby Gap Parks 

and Wildlife website 

• Explore by foot or bike on our remote, rugged Station tracks 

• Go on an exciting 4WD track (upon request and subject to Station work) 

• Grab a map and follow the Station bore run to admire the cattle and the scenery 

• Relax and enjoy the Homestead and surrounds  

• Travel out to Mt. George, situated in the middle of Ambalindum Station, nestled in the southern Harts Ranges. 

• Take the opportunity to enjoy the beautiful scenery and diverse rock formations Ambalindum has to offer. 

Marvel at the secret caves and discover where they might lead. 

• Arrive to meet Dave, a gold and silver smith with many years of fossicking and geological experience. 

• We also offer tours of the working cattle Station. 

 

The Emily and Jessie Gaps Nature Park  

protects two small gaps in the ranges. Emily Gap (14 km from Alice 

Springs) has some Aboriginal rock paintings and is a registered sacred 

site.  Jessie Gap (at 21 km) has good picnic facilities. Since it's close to 

Alice Springs it would be a nice place for a barbecue at the end of a day 

http://parksandwildlife.nt.gov.au/parks/find/rubygap#.U-l2U1x-_gM
http://parksandwildlife.nt.gov.au/parks/find/rubygap#.U-l2U1x-_gM
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East MacDonnell Ranges 

Trephina Gorge Nature Park 

Now this is where it gets really interesting. Once you leave Corroboree Rock behind 

the scenery becomes more and more spectacular.  Trephina Gorge is one of the nic-

est places in the whole area. The road into Trephina Gorge is sealed to the turn off 

at 69 km. From there it is another 9 km, and the last five are unsealed. But it's a 

good road and you certainly don't need four wheel drive.  There are actually two 

gorges within the park, Trephina Gorge and the John Hayes Rockhole.  

If you want to drive to the Rockhole you do need four wheel drive, but you can     

also get there by walking from Trephina Gorge.  There are many walks in this lovely 

area, they lead through the gorges and along the ridges. There are also three 

campgrounds, and early in the season there is enough water in Trephina Gorge to 

have a swim. 

N'Dhala Gorge Nature Park 

To get to this beautiful little gorge you need a four wheel drive. The turn of is 12 km           

beyond the Trephina Gorge turn off, and then it's another 11 km of four wheel driving 

through great scenery.    N'Dhala Gorge is mostly known for the 5900 (!) ancient                          

petroglyphs (rock carvings) that adorn the rocks here, but it's also a wonderful walk just 

for the nature and views.   The gorge is much narrower and steeper than Trephina 

Gorge, and a lot more dramatic and more overgrown.   There is also a nice little 

campground. During the main season, when I imagine Trephina Gorge gets a bit busy, 

this would be a great alternative. 

Ruby Gap Nature Park 

In one word: awesome. Many peoples favourite place in central Australia.                             

Supposedly it's rated as the best gorge in central Australia.  

However, it's not exactly easy to get there  Access is via the Arltunga Historical               

Reserve. From there it's another 40 km on a very rough track. A high clearance 

four wheel drive is absolutely essential.  The track inside the park is even more                           

challenging, as it follows the Hale River bed. For that part an experienced driver 

is also essential.   

As a result the area is devoid of people and has this powerful sense of remoteness and isolation that always cap-

tivates me.  Challenging four wheel driving, spectacular and extended walks, gemstone fossicking (even though 

they're garnets not rubies), water holes, fantastic bush camping... 

ALL TOURS ARE OPTIONAL.     
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Devils Marbles 

Devils Marbles,  

The Devils Marbles are huge granite boulders 

scattered across a wide, shallow valley, 100                        

kilometres south of Tennant Creek in the Northern 

Territory.   The Devils Marbles are located in the 

traditional country of the Warumungu, Kaytetye, 

Alyawarra and Warlpiri people. They call the Devils 

Marbles Karlu Karlu, which literally translates as ‘round boulders’.   Formed by erosion over millions of years, the 

Devils Marbles are made of granite, which surfaces like an island in the desert. They vary in size, from 50                          

centimetres up to six metres across. 

Many of the giant stones are precariously balanced on top of one                       

another, appearing to defy gravity. They continue to crack and erode  to-

day, creating an ever-changing landscape.  The Devils Marbles have great 

significance for the Aboriginal people. Most of the conservation reserve is 

protected under the Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred                  Sites 

Act.   Ancient creation legends surrounding Karlu Karlu are passed from 

generation to generation by the traditional owners. Many of                 

these stories are secret and only a few can be shared with visitors.  

 

One of the main Dreaming stories for the area which can be told to                   

non-Aboriginal people relates to how the Devils Marbles were made.                

This tradition tells of 'Arrange', an ancient ancestor, who walked                  

through the  area. He made a hair-string belt, a type of traditional                  

adornment, worn only by initiated Aboriginal men. As he was twirling            

the hair to make strings, he dropped clusters of hair on the ground             

which turned into the big red boulders. Arrange finally returned to 

his  place of origin, a hill called Ayleparrarntenhe, where the legend 

says           he still lives today.    

At sunrise and sunset, the boulders appear to glow and change colour, from pink to bright red.  To see the Devils 

Marbles at sunset, we will stay the night at the Devils Marbles simple camping area with fireplaces.  

Many tours & events are not in this brochure  

and participants are encouraged to research                

additional tours and sightseeing personally.   
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Mt Isa 

Royal Flying Doctor Services Australia Mt Isa Base 

"Without us, a lot of visitors to the Outback would be permanent resi-

dents" 

In a country with a huge land mass and scarcely populated remote,               

isolated areas, the Royal Flying Doctor Services was born. The Royal                 

Flying Doctor Service provides primary health care in rural and remote 

areas, and performs emergency medical retrieval and inter-hospital   

transfers. 

The Royal Flying Doctor Services Mount Isa Base covers an area of 500 km in radius, and 40 - 50,000 people are 

looked after by the small crew of 3 doctors, 3 nurses and 4 pilots. These dedicated staff work around the clock to 

provide medical assistance to people in need. It is not unusual for them to see up to 480 patients in a month, just 

in clinic visits alone, without mentioning the countless evacuation.  

Opening Hours 

Monday to Friday 9:30am - 4:30pm.                                                                                                                                                            

Admission  Adults $1.00                                                                                                                                                                                    

1 Barkly Hwy, Mt Isa 

 

Lake Moondarra 

16km north of Mt Isa is Lake 

Moondarra; a very popular spot 

for barbecuing and sailing. 

You’ll just be happy to see         

some water again being all the 

way out there in the outback.   

There were lots of kangaroos                  

in the evening. 

 

 

Frank Aston Underground Museum 

Frank Aston museum is partly underground and has displays on the    

history of Mt Isa and about the local aboriginal people.  There's also 

a lot of old mining gear and flying doctors radios and a huge croco-

dile skull. It has a bit of everything.  
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Lookout hill 

From this hill you can see all around Mt Isa, you can see the mine 

(excellent at night when you can see all the lights), and you can see just 

how far it is to London, North Pole or New York. Just look at the sign!  

 

Hard Times Mine 

The Hard Times Mine tour is more than a tour - 

it's an experience!  

From the very beginning of the tour you know 

that this is something special. From the moment 

you meet your tour guide who has worked as a 

miner for most of his life, to the kitting-out in 

overalls and cap lamps, already you're having fun 

and can't wait for what comes next.    

Descending in to the mine in the Alimak Cage, you begin to explore the history of mining as the guides enthral 

you with their stories of the good times and the hard times that are had working deep under the earth.   See 

how the tunnels are formed and shaped by the majestic boom drills and mucking units.  

Get up close with the machinery and try your hand at the air-leg drill, and feel the earth rumble with the firing 

of the blast face. These magnificent experiences will stay with you for ever.  

Admission  

Adult: $49    Concession: $44  

Times: Tours run 7 days a week. Bookings essential.  

Please note:  A 'Waiver of Liability' must be signed by all                                 

participants.& No camera's are permitted on the tour 

Discovery Holiday Park  

Discovery your own piece of the outback.  Idyllic, shaded van settings,             

a great range of park facilities and amenity block nearby. 

 Large site suitable for various sized vans up 12.2 metres (40 ft) in length  

http://www.outbackatisa.com.au/Attractions/Hard-Times-Mine.aspx
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“Up close &  Personal with the Outback” 

Roustabouts RV Club Inc.  

  

REGISTERED  OFFICE:     

7 Berri Place, Helensvale Qld 4212 

 OFFICE HOURS:       

8.00 am to 12.00 pm Monday to Friday 

 PHONE:                    07 5573 7253  /  0412 614 260 

OFFICE EMAIL:       roustaboutsrv@bigpond.com 

WEBSITE:  Roustaboutsrvclub.com 

 

mailto:roustaboutsrv@bigpond.com
Roustaboutsrvclub.com

